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 Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease that affects many people in the world 
badly. Early diagnosis of this disease is of paramount importance as 
physicians and patients can work towards prevention and mitigation of 
future complications. Hence, there is a necessity to develop a system that 
diagnoses type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) at an early stage. Recently, large 
number of studies have emerged with prediction models to diagnose T2DM. 
Most importantly, published literature lacks the availability of multi-class 
studies. Therefore, the primary objective of the study is development of 
multi-class predictive model by taking advantage of routinely available 
clinical data in diagnosing T2DM using machine learning algorithms. In this 
work, modified mayfly-support vector machine is implemented to notice the 
prediabetic stage accurately. To assess the effectiveness of proposed model, 
a comparative study was undertaken and was contrasted with T2DM 
prediction models developed by other researchers from last five years. 
Proposed model was validated over data collected from local hospitals and 
the benchmark PIMA dataset available on UCI repository. The study reveals 
that modified Mayfly-SVM has a considerable edge over metaheuristic 
optimization algorithms in local as well as global searching capabilities and 
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Diabetes mellitus is one among the most widespread, long-lasting diseases plaguing humans 
worldwide. Approximately 425 million people have been afflicted globally at present and it is predicted that 
up to 700 million people will be affected by 2045 [1]. It is a metabolic condition caused by raised level of 
blood glucose leading to health issues such as myocardial infarction, stroke, renal failure, blindness, 
neuropathy, gangrene and an increased predilection to infections. India has the highest population of diabetes 
mellitus patients after China in the world [2]. Type 1 (T1DM), type 2 (T2DM) and gestational diabetes 
(GDM) are the three types of diabetes. In this, type 1 is a condition where the pancreas stopped secreting the 
insulin so that external injection of it is necessary to maintain the insulin level in the body. In type 2 diabetes, 
insulin is not utilized properly by the body which needs proper diet, exercises and in some cases they take 
tablets orally to compensate the insulin level. Type 3 diabetes comprises of high level of blood glucose 
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during pregnancy and disappear after it. From all these types, T2DM is more prominent among the people. 
Earlier prediction of this type of diabetes will help the people to get rid of it when proper diet and healthy life 
style were followed. 
If T2DM left untreated it can lead to heart attack, kidney failure, stroke and even blindness. One-
third of the population go undetected in early stage [3]. Several data mining methods have been used so far 
detecting the disease. In today’s world, machine learning (ML) gears up many innovations much faster with 
accurate and reliable outputs. In the recent times, several research works focused on employing ML 
techniques for the prediction of diabetes mellitus [4], [5]. Various data mining methods such as naïve bayes, 
decision tree, support vector machine (SVM), neural network (NN), fuzzy logic, ant colony optimization 
(ACO), genetic algorithm (GA) [6], bayesian network, neuro fuzzy [7], particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
[8], adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) were found to perform well in terms of accuracy of 
prediction and error rate [9]. Developing a robust model of prediction is a challenging task. For such 
problems, the optimization process searches for the best possible solution under given circumstances. And so, 
several evolutionary and swarm-intelligence based nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms namely ACO, 
GA, PSO [8], artificial bee colony (ABC), genetic programming (GP) and differential evolution (DE) have 
been employed to get the optimal solution [10]. Inspired by such meta-heuristic algorithms, Mayfly 
optimization algorithm is employed in the proposed work for feature selection, followed by SVM classifier 
for predicting T2DM. 
The main objectives of the proposed work are to implement modified mayfly optimization algorithm 
for the selection of significant features and to employ SVM classifier for the prediction of T2DM. The study 
compares the performance of the proposed model of T2DM prediction with that of the existing ones. The 
processes of nuptial dance performed by male mayflies and random flight of female mayflies boost the 
exploration and exploitation properties which further helps to escape from local minima. The implementation 
and analysis of results have shown the superiority of mayfly approach. The rest of the research paper is 
organized in the following manner: Section 2 presents the review of literature, section 3 includes the 
description of the proposed methodology, section 4 displays the results obtained for the proposed method, 
followed by section 5 which concludes the research work. 
 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In recent years, people suffering from diabetes have increase manifolds in India and in the world as 
well. Numerous machine learning approaches as well as data mining techniques like artificial neural network 
(ANN), SVM, k-nearest neighbors (KNN), decision tree, Extreme learning machine have emerged and have 
been utilized as an aid in detection of diabetes. Similarly, there has been increasing trend among the 
researchers on use of metaheuristic optimization algorithms to improve the efficacy of prediction models of 
diabetes [11]. Combinational (hybrid) approaches improve generalization ability, increase result accuracy 
and robustness of the model [12].  
Zou et al. [13] had implemented three classifiers namely neural network, random forest, and 
decision tree. Authors had carried out comparison of classifiers on Luzhou and PIMA dataset and analyzed it. 
The study highlights that random forest method was superior to decision tree and neural network methods. 
The dimensionality of dataset has been reduced with the use of principal component analysis (PCA) and 
minimum redundancy maximum relevance (MRMR). Based on the experimental analysis, authors had 
concluded that the accuracy of classification by utilizing PCA was inferior to the accuracy obtained using all 
the features. But the accuracy obtained using MRMR was better. The outcome however showed that 
prediction utilizing random forest algorithm could achieve utmost accuracy (ACC) of 80.84% without 
eliminating any feature on PIMA dataset. This accuracy can be improved by using metaheuristic approaches. 
Alalwan [14] have used various data mining algorithms like SVM, multilayer perceptron (MLP), naïve 
bayes, random forest, logistic regression and J.48 and self organizing maps (SOM) to develop predictive 
model for diabetes on the PIMA dataset. Authors had suggested self-organizing maps to improve upon the 
accuracy of the prediction. Choi et al. [15] have developed prediction model to classify T2DM using 
electronic medical records. Total number of features extracted were 28 from the electronic medical records 
for this study. Different machine learning algorithms namely logistic regression, quadratic discriminant 
analysis, KNN , and linear discriminant analysis, were employed and their performances were compared. 
Among these algorithms logistic regression had outperformed the other algorithms. Authors have observed 
that other three algorithms had not shown a statistically significant difference in their results. Kopitar et al. 
[16] compared various machine learning based predictive models, such as, random forest, regularized 
generalized linear model, extreme gradient boosting, light gradient boosting and commonly employed 
regression approaches to predict T2DM. However, the results of this study did not show any clinically 
relevant improvement in the performance. The authors concluded that the highest graded attributes for 
predicting type 2 diabetes are hyperglycemia history, physical activities, age, high density lipo protein 
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(HDL), cholesterol, triglycerides, and use of antihypertensive drugs. In this work, authors have suggested use 
of blending and stacking of different prediction models to improve the prediction accuracy. Singh and Singh 
[17] proposed stacking-based multi-objective evolutionary ensemble framework for predicting type 2 
diabetes mellitus. In this work, PIMA Indian diabetes (PID) has been taken for testing. Different feature 
selection methods to select informative attributes and filter out the irrelevant attributes and evolutionary 
multi-objective approaches, individual or hybrid ones can be employed to obtain better Pareto-optimal fronts. 
Patil et al. [18] experimented the cultural algorithms with a series of emerging algorithms with the aim of 
extracting cultural evolution by following the dual inheritance. The conventional genetic algorithm selects 
the fittest to converge towards the results indeed does not taken into account the diversity of the population. 
This literature used cultural algorithms with GA using their operator to enhance the efficiency of the 
network. Metaheuristic algorithms efficiently explores the search space so as to find good (near-optimal) 
feasible solutions and does not provide guarantee of local or global optimality. The solution is improved 
using iterative approach and combines one or more good solutions to generate new solutions. It was observed 
from the literature study that these smart metaheuristic algorithms have shown high efficacy in this domain 
so the proposed model using metaheuristic model was implemented. 
 
 
3. PROPOSED MODIFIED MAYFLY-SVM APPROACH 
In the proposed model, raw diabetic dataset is initially subjected to data preprocessing, where the 
missing cells are filled and unwanted data are removed. The preprocessed data is sent to the modified mayfly 
optimizer for selecting the features which are significant for the prediction of the disease. Rest of the feature 
columns are removed. Now the data with selected set of features is sent for data splitting, where the data is 
split into training set (80%) and testing set (20%). The proposed SVM model is trained using the training set 
in the training phase. In the testing phase, the fully trained SVM model predicts the existence of T2DM for 
the given test input sample. The following sub sections explain how the feature selection algorithm and 
prediction model works. 
 
3.1.  Mayfly optimization algorithm for feature selection 
Feature selection is a binary optimization problem. Modified mayfly optimization algorithm [19] is 
applied to choose relevant features and drop the insignificant ones. It can be considered as a modification of 
PSO [20] and amalgamates major advantages of PSO, GA [21] and FA [19]. Mayfly algorithm which works 
on the basis of mayflies’ behavior, renders an effective hybrid algorithm. When researchers tried to improve 
PSO algorithm’s performance using local search and crossover techniques, they were able to produce good 
results. This is because, PSO’s only demerit is the convergence at local optima, and so modifications have to 
be made in such a way that optimum point is guaranteed while operating in spaces of high dimensions. 
Mayfly is inspired from the mayflies’ social behavior and their process of mating. It is assumed that, when 
the mayflies are hatched from the eggs, they are adults and are fit for survival, irrespective of their lifespan. 
The flowchart of the mayfly optimization algorithm is given in Figure 1. The location of every mayfly in the 
search dimension is a possible solution to the optimization problem. The working of the algorithm is 
explained as follows. In the beginning, 2 mayflies (a female from the female population and a male from the 
male population) are created randomly. The search space created is of d-dimensions and the vector of 
possible mayfly candidate placed in the search space is x=(𝑥1,…,𝑥𝑑). The fitness of each candidate is 
computed using a cost function f(x) which is also known as the objective function. The gathering pattern of 
the male mayflies infer that the position of one mayfly is changed with respect to the experience of its own 
and of its adjacent mayflies. Let 𝑥𝑖
𝑡 be the current position of ith mayfly in a search dimension of time step t, 
having a position changed by the sum of the velocity 𝑣𝑖








0~𝑈(𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥). 
In contrast to the males, the female mayflies avoid swarming. Instead, they fly to the swarm of male 
mayflies for breeding. Let 𝑦𝑖
𝑡 be the current position of ith female mayfly in a search dimension of time step t, 
having a position changed by the sum of the velocity 𝑣𝑖








0~𝑈(𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥). The velocity v= (𝑣1,…,𝑣𝑑 ) of a mayfly is defined as the change in the position of 
the mayfly, and the direction towards which the mayfly flies is an interaction which happens dynamically 
between the 2 individuals and experiences of flying socially. 
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Mayflies maintain few meters of distance above the surface of the water to perform the nuptial 
dance. And so, it is assumed that the male mayflies cannot move in high speed and can only move in a 














𝑡  represents the velocity of male mayfly in dimension 𝑗 = 1,2, … , n at the time period t, 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑡  denotes 
the location of the 𝑖th male mayfly in dimension 𝑗 at time step 𝑡, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are constants referring to positive 
attraction applied to scale the contributions of the cognitive component and social component, respectively. 





Figure 1. Flowchart of mayfly optimization algorithm 
 
 
In the proposed work, attraction process of female mayflies is implemented by finding the nearest 
male mayfly instead of random attraction. This will maximize the convergence behavior of the optimization. 











𝑡 + 𝑓𝑙 × 𝑟
𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑦𝑖) > 𝑓(𝑥𝑖)
𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑦𝑖) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥𝑖)
 
(4) 
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Where 𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑡  represents the velocity of female mayfly in dimension 𝑗 = 1,2, … , n at the time period t, 𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑡  
denotes the location of the 𝑖th female mayfly in dimension 𝑗 at time step 𝑡, 𝑎2 is the constant referring to 
positive attraction, and 𝛽 indicates a fixed coefficient of visibility that is used to bound the visibility of the 
mayfly to other mayflies, while 𝑟𝑚𝑓 is the representation of Cartesian distance between female and male 
mayflies. The coefficient of random walk is denoted by 𝑓𝑙 and computed as shown in (5). 
 
𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  𝑓𝑙0 ∗  δ
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟  (5) 
 
This is applied when the female is not attracted to the male mayfly. This makes the female mayfly to fly 
randomly, and the random value falls in the interval [-1, 1], denoted by 𝑟 and the current iteration number is 
iter and ẟ lies in the interval between [0, 1].  












where 𝑓: ℝ𝑛 ⟶ ℝ denotes the cost function, that evaluates the solution quality. The global best position 
𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 at time step 𝑡, can be expressed by (7): 
 
𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∈ {𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡1, … , 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑁|𝑓(𝑐𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)} = min{𝑓(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡1), … , 𝑓(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑁)} (7) 
 
where 𝑁 denotes the total count of male mayflies, 𝛽 indicates a fixed coefficient of visibility that is used to 
bound the visibility of the mayfly to other mayflies, while 𝑟𝑝 is the representation of Cartesian distance 
between 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖  and 𝑟𝑔 is the representation of Cartesian distance between 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡. The values of 
the distances can be calculated using (8): 
 







where 𝑥𝑖𝑗  represents the jth element of mayfly 𝑖 and 𝑋𝑖 corresponds to 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖  or 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡. 
Particularly, all the mayflies adjust their trajectories toward their personal best position (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) 
achieved so far, and the global best position in the entire swarm achieved so far (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡). A stochastic 
element to the algorithm is primarily given by best mayflies at a particular time by performing the nuptial 
dance. This dance is mathematically represented by (9): 
 
𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑡+1 = 𝑔 ∗   𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑡 + 𝑑 ∗ 𝑟 (9) 
 
where, 𝑔 is the inertia weight, nuptial dance is represented by 𝑑 and damping ratio 𝑟 is a random value falls 
in the interval [-1, 1]. The nuptial dance coefficient gradually decreases and computed by (10). 
 
𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  𝑑0 ∗  δ
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 (10) 
 
Nuptial dance coefficient’s initial value is denoted as d0 and the current iteration number is iter and ẟ lies in 
the interval between [0,1]. 
The crossover operation is carried out by selecting male mayfly and then nearest female mayfly and 
offspring are yielded using (11) and (12). Equation (13) is used for selecting the nearest female mayfly. 
 
𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡_𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =   𝑟𝑛𝑑 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 + (1 − 𝑟𝑛𝑑) ∗ 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 (11) 
  
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑_𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =   𝑟𝑛𝑑 ∗ 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 + (1 − 𝑟𝑛𝑑) ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 (12) 
  
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠( 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖) − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛( (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗) ) (13) 
 
The offspring generated are mutated with use of random resetting to enhance model’s exploration 
ability. In the proposed model for feature selection, the mayfly algorithm is selected and hybridized as its 
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convergence behaviour is exceptional. Mayfly algorithm is opted for feature selection because nuptial dance 
(performed by male mayfly) and random walk (by female mayfly) enhances the balance between exploration 
of search space and its exploitation and helps to escape from local optimum. The individual encoding and 
fitness functions are two important steps to be determined before discussing about the details of metaheuristic 
approach for feature selection. Index based encoding is used for individual representation. An individual 
consists of m genes an attribute is considered selected if its corresponding index occurs in at least one of the 
genes of the individual. In this wrapper based model, rastrigin function is used for the fitness function. In this 
work, attraction process of female mayflies is implemented by finding the nearest male mayfly instead of 
random attraction. The modified mayfly algorithm is implemented for selecting important features and then 
SVM is employed for prediction of T2DM. The convergence behavior of the mayfly method is also 
exceptional as it reaches the best overall solution in the early iterations most of the times [22]. Pseudocode 
for the proposed modified mayfly algorithm is mentioned below.  
 
Mayfly algorithm 
Input: population_size, max_no_of_iterations  
Output: return the best solution obtained x=(x1, x2, …, xd ) 
Random initiation of population and velocity of male mayflies 
Initiate population and velocity of female mayflies randomly 
Evaluate solutions 
Find the global best and assign it to gbest using the (7) 
For i=1 to max_no_of_iterations 
For j=1 to population_size 
Evaluate and update male and female mayflies’ velocities using the (3) and 4 respectively 
Update the pbest by using (6) 
End for 
Perform crossover/mating of male mayfly with the nearest female mayfly instead of random 
attraction to generate offspring using (11) and (12). The (13) is used to calculate the 
nearest female 
Mutation is applied to generate offspring 
Separate offspring into male and female mayflies randomly 
Substitute to worst mayflies with the best new solutions 
Update the gbest by the (7) 
End for 
 
SVM has origins in statistical learning theory. As a task of classification, it looks up for optimal 
decision boundary (hyperplane) separating the tuples of one class from another. SVM is the quintessential 
supervised classifier that maximizes the margin to maximize generalization and reduces overfitting and 
underfitting by using various kernel functions that aid nonlinear separation [5]. They are more effective in 
high dimensional spaces. Hence, support vector machine with rbf kernel (rbf-SVM) is utilized for the 




4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1.  Real time dataset 
Realtime dataset has been gathered from 1133 patients admitted in local hospitals with due consent. 
This dataset has a substantial advantage over the PIMA dataset as it eliminates the selection bias present in 
the latter. PIMA dataset contains records of only females equal to or above 21 years of age. Another 
limitation of the PIMA dataset is that it only has 2 class labels - healthy and diabetic whereas in this dataset, a 
pre-diabetic label has also been introduced. Lifestyle modifications in pre diabetics will halt the disease 
progression. Total number of features collected from each person was 33. They are: gender, height, age, 
weight, waist circumference, body mass index (BMI), systolic and diastolic blood pressure, HbA1c level, 
HDL cholesterol, low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, very low density lipoproteins (VLDL), serum 
creatinine (impaired kidney function or disease), Triglyceride level, fasting blood glucose, post prandial 
glucose, family history, medications for high blood pressure, Physical activity/exercise (minimum 30 minutes 
daily), vegetable/fruit intake daily, drinking, smoking status, excess hunger, excess thirst, frequent urination, 
itchy skin, increased fatigue, depression and stress, frequent infection, poor wound healing and blurred 
vision.  
 
4.2.  Simulation results 
In this study, 25 runs of the developed modified mayfly-SVM were performed. Synthetic minority 
oversampling technique (SMOTE) is employed for increasing the number of cases in the dataset in a 
balanced way. A comprehensive analysis of the obtained results was conducted. The accuracy, error rate, 
sensitivity and specificity of both approaches were evaluated and compared with other approaches. Mayfly 
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optimization combines the advantages of swarm intelligence and evolutionary algorithms. Significant 
features are selected and sent to fine Gaussian SVM classifier model for prediction. The confusion matrices 
of Training set and testing set are given in Figure 2 over the collected dataset from local hospitals. The same 
model of prediction is tested with benchmark PIMA dataset available on UCI repository [23]. The SMOTE 
method has increased the instances of real-time and PIMA dataset in a balanced way. The increased number 









Figure 2. Confusion matrix; (a) training set and (b) testing set over real time dataset 
 
 
Performance evaluation of the developed model based on parameters such as accuracy and error rate 
only are not adequate, hence statistical measures have also been computed to describe the models. The 
average model performance of modified mayfly-SVM is presented in Table 1. The indicators of prediction 
accuracy like sensitivity, specificity, F1-score, Mathew’s correlation coefficient and kappa coefficient are 
above 0.9 and approaching 1 which can be interpreted as better performing prediction model.  
 
 
Table 1. Performance of modified mayfly-SVM model 
Performance Measure PIMA Realtime 
Testing accuracy % 94.46 96.03 
Error 0.06 0.04 
Sensitivity 0.98 0.96 
Specificity 0.88 0.98 
Precision 0.94 0.96 
False positive rate (FPR) 0.12 0.02 
F1_score 0.96 0.96 
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) 0.87 0.94 
Kappa Coefficient 0.87 0.91 
 
 
Performance of modified mayfly-SVM model on PIMA and real-time dataset was assessed and 
presented in Figure 3. It is observed that the results are improved further by the proposed model. After 
several runs of the experimental study, the selected features varied but the maximum number of times the 
following features were selected. weight, waist circumference, BMI, Hba1c level, LDL, HDL cholesterol, 
VLDL, serum creatinine, triglyceride level, fasting blood glucose, post prandial glucose, family history, 
excess hunger, excess thirst, frequent urination, infection, poor wound healing. 
 
4.3.  Performance comparison 
The performances of the proposed models are compared with the existing approaches using PIMA 
benchmark dataset [22]. This data is from National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. 
The main goal is to anticipate whether the patient is diabetic or not, based on the data collected for diagnosis. 
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In PIMA dataset, all the patients are females and are equal to or above 21 years of age. The features present 
in the dataset are pregnancy count, concentration of plasma glucose (obtained from a 2-hour oral glucose 
tolerance test), diastolic blood pressure (measured in mm Hg), triceps skin fold thickness (measured in mm), 
2 hours of serum insulin (measured in mu U/ml), body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m2), pedigree 
function of diabetes, age (in years) and one class variable (class 0 for healthy and class 1 for diabetic). It’s 
advisable to analyze the results of proposed methods with the work done by other researchers since last  
5 years using available performance metrics. Selected approaches were systematically studied, analyzed and 





Figure 3. Performance of modified mayfly-SVM model on PIMA and realtime dataset 
 
 
Table 2. Results of existing type 2 diabetes predictive models in the literature 
Sr No Techniques Ref No. Results (Accuracy %) 









3 SW-FFANN [26] 91.66% 







6 RF and Gradient boosting classifiers [29] 90 
7 Auto MLP [30] 88.7 
8 Stacking based multi objective evolutionary ensemble [17] 83.8 
9 PCA+ANN [31] 75.7 
10 PCA+kmeans+LR [32] 79.94 
11 PCA and minimum redundancy maximum relevance [13] 77.21 
12 Self-organizing map [14] 84 
13 RMLP (Resampling version of MLP) [12] 79.30 
14 Gaussian Fuzzy decision tree [33] 75 
15 PSO-ANN [8] 80% 
16 Cultural algorithm+ANN [18] 79% 
17 Genetic algorithm with multi objective evolutionary Fuzzy classifier [34] 83.04 
18 Genetic algorithm+kNN [21] 82.3 













































Performance of Modified Mayfly-SVM Model  on PIMA and realtime dataset
PIMA Realtime
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The comparison of the obtained predictive accuracy of current work with the existing techniques 
over PIMA has been depicted at Figure 4. The graph indicates that the current work has outperformed 
existing methods in the literature. The maximum predictive accuracy using the modified Mayfly-SVM was 
94.5% and has outperformed the existing models. There are three techniques which have shown prediction 
accuracy more than 90%. These three methods are modified mayfly-SVM of current work, small-world feed 
forward artificial neural network (SW-FFANN) [26] and RF and gradient boosting classifiers [29]; the first 
method is one of the models developed by me and others are existing one which have potential to improve 










The diagnosis of T2DM has profound implications on an individual from medical as well as 
financial perspective. The proposed models can diagnose this disease early (prediabetic stage), so that the 
physician and patient can work towards prevention and mitigation of complications caused by T2DM. As an 
effort to improve the performance of the prediction of diabetes mellitus, an effective framework based on 
mayfly-SVM approach was proposed. In this work, mayfly optimization algorithm was employed for feature 
selection and SVM was developed for predicting T2DM. Extensive experimentation on real-world and 
benchmark data set for validating the efficiency of proposed model to detect T2DM at the earlier stage and 
monitoring the disease at several stages was done and the accuracy of the system is compared with all other 
systems and proved to be efficient from the results obtained. As a future work reasonable and rational health 
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